Friday October 26 – Skills Session– Majestic Park (Lower Pod) Fields 7-12

Pitching and Catching

- Pitchers and Catchers Teams 1-12 (you can find the team lists by scrolling up, press CTRL+F to bring up a find function to find your name) will begin pitching and catching measurement at 7:00AM on field 11 at Majestic Park, you are responsible for your warm up.

- Pitchers and Catchers from Teams 13-24 (you can find the team lists by scrolling up, press CTRL+F to bring up a find function to find your name) pitching and catching measurement will begin at 8:00AM on field 11 at Majestic Park, you are responsible for your warm up.

- PITCHERS DO NOT PITCH FROM THE GRASS AT ANY TIME PLEASE THROW FROM THE DIRT AT ALL TIMES!

Rotation Set #1

- All players from Teams 1-12 including pitchers and catchers (you can find the team lists by scrolling up, press CTRL+F to bring up a find function to find your name) defensive and offensive skills will begin at 9:20AM, again you will be responsible for your own warm up. Pitchers and Catchers are asked to go to their secondary position for cross fungo portion. Teams 1-3 will start on field 7, teams 4-6 will start on field 8, teams 7-9 will start on field 9 and teams 10-12 will start on field 10. Teams will participate in 1 defensive round and 1 offensive round.

- All players from Teams 13-22 including pitchers and catchers (you can find the team lists by scrolling up, press CTRL+F to bring up a find function to find your name) Base Running will begin at 9:20AM and go until 10:15AM, again you will be responsible for your own warm up. Teams 13-17 will start on field 11, teams 18-22 will start on field 12, after baserunning is completed teams should throw and warm up for defense and offense.

Rotation Set #2

- All players from Teams 13-22 including pitchers and catchers (you can find the team lists by scrolling up, press CTRL+F to bring up a find function to find your name) defensive and offensive skills will begin at 10:30AM, again you will be responsible for your own warm up after Base Running is complete. Pitchers and Catchers are asked to go to their secondary position for cross fungo portion. Teams 13-15 will start on field 7, teams 16-18 will start on field 8, teams 19-20 will start on field 9 and teams 21-22 will start on field 10. Teams will participate in 1 defensive round and 1 offensive round.

- All players from Teams 1-12 including pitchers and catchers (you can find the team lists by scrolling up, press CTRL+F to bring up a find function to find your name) Base Running will begin at 10:30AM and go until 11:25AM, again you will be responsible for your own warm up. Teams 1-6 will start on field 11, teams 7-12 will start on field 12, after baserunning is completed teams will then go to the middle of the complex for the college placement talk that will start at 11:30AM.

College Placement Talk: ALL CAMP PARTICIPANTS ARE TO MEET UNDER THE AWNING ON THE LOWER POD AT 11:30AM FOR THE COLLEGE PLACEMENT TALK